
Driving directions & Transportation



Driving directions:

As we are definitely located off the beaten tracks, we strongly recommend you 
print our driving instructions and bring them on your way to Montali.

Please DO NOT search for Montali Country House in your GPS navigation 
device, as it will lead you in the wrong direction. 

Instead, type “Colle San Paolo (Panicale)” and then follow these instructions.

The easiest way to get to the hotel is to take the Florence to Rome A1 highway.

If you are COMING from ROME: Take the FABRO (Scalo) exit, then follow signs 
for PERUGIA via MONTEGABBIONE and PIEGARO.

If you are COMING from FLORENCE or PISA: Take the CHIUSI-
CHIANCIANO exit and follow signs or directions for CITTÀ DELLA PIEVE, 
then follow for TAVERNELLE

When you reach the village of TAVERNELLE, stay on the road for through traffic. 
Continue and take the PIETRAFITTA exit towards Aquaiola, Tavernelle. Take the 
direction for Tavernelle again, and then turn right at the “Colle San Paolo, 2 km” 
sign. Go up the hill for 7 km more (the road turns to gravel after Colle San Paolo), 
follow the AZIENDA AGRITURISTICA MONTALI sign. After recovering your 
breath from the amazing panoramic view, turn left at the junction, then leaving 
behind an old graveyard, then a small house and, 800 m after the T junction, you 
will enter a green woodland. You will find the hotel on your left.

We know we’ve given you a lot of indications, but it is much easier than it sounds 
and we really want you to get here without getting lost.

We look forward to seeing you in Montali!



Airports: 

Sant’Egidio (in Perugia) is the closest airport to Montali and it is only 45 minutes 
away. Currently, you can only fly there with Ryanair from Brussels, Cagliari, Girona 
(Barcelona), London Stansted, and Trapani. Otherwise, Rome and Florence airports are 
two hours away, and Pisa and Ancona roughly three hours.

Car Rental: 

There are car rental offices in all the major airports. We always advise our guests to 
go to a well known company. If you rent a car from a small company,you will end up 
having to go to Rome to get a new car if you have a problem when you are here, since 
they do not have local offices.

These are the recommended companies with nearby offices:

Avis:   www.avisautonoleggio.it
Europcar:  www.europcar.com
Hertz:   www.hertz.it
Budget:  www.budgetautonoleggio.it

Train:

Unfortunately, Umbria’s train network is not very well connected. Try not to go to 
Perugia because it will take a long time. Rather, catch a train to Chiusi (pronounced 
/Kiusi/), which is on the Rome-Florence railway line and, therefore, many trains go 
through it. Chiusi is only 45 minutes away from Montali, and there is an Avis office just 
out of the station. 

Their email address is:  chiusi.kl2@avis-autonoleggio.it

Taxi Service:

Please, let us know in advance, and we will book a taxi for you.
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